
Cleans right to the edge – and much faster!

Technical data

Length: 1195 mm
Width: 536 mm
Height: 930 mm

Working width: 2 x 200 mm
Noise level: 78 ± 2 dB (A)
Weight: 126 kg

Power supply: 110 V & 230 V
Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Rated power consumption: 3.000 W

Fresh water tank: 15 l
Dirty water tank: 15 l

Extraction air quantity: 162 m³/min
Underpressure: 300 mbar

Number of brushes: 4
Number of suction rollers: 2

600
The turbo wet-cleaning machine for travelators and escalators
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JUMA Reinigungstechnik. 
The security of the original.
Nationally and worldwide, the compact machines from JUMA 
are regarded as the highest quality products.

JUMA cleaning devices are 100% quality made in Germany. 
Please always pay attention to the JUMA logo – and you will have 
the guarantee of the original with all service benefits.
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Cleaning, hygiene and German quality are a family tradition at JUMA Reinigungstechnik GmbH. For about 20 
years, the developers have been in close contact with leading businesses. JUMA attaches particular 
importance to understanding customer needs and to supporting effective work. Based on years of experience 
as a supplier of machines for industrial cleaning, JUMA Reinigungstechnik relies on mechanics instead of 
encapsulated electronics – a principle that is greeted by all who want to 
work trouble-free. 
Also, in the case of service, JUMA is known for exceptionally fast and reliable performance. 

JUMA dealers worldwide are always competent partners. And always close to you.



Why struggle when there's a quick and thorough alternative? 

Escalators and travelators are designed to help people get from A to B more quickly. The TRAVEL 600 is 
similarly efficient: with thorough cleaning cycles and a housing solution that gets right up close to the edge.

The answer to time pressure: negative pressure!

Unlike conventional cleaning machines, the TRAVEL 600 relies on the highly effective power of a secure 
vacuum-type mechanism. For this, the right technology and the interaction of the brushes and suction unit 
are crucial. Only by creating a vacuum can dirt be thoroughly dissolved and removed with a sufficiently high 
water input – and without any water getting into the steps.
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Ergonomics

The TRAVEL 600 is ideal for single-handed operation and transportation.
The 15 l water tank is integrated and easily transportable thanks to the grip handle.

Savy users know: 
when under pressure, what you need is negative pressure! 

JUMA stands for 
reliable quality. For 
innovative design. 
And the good name of 
  a German quality
     product.



The Formula 1 for escalators and travelators. Quick and effective!

Speed

The TRAVEL 600 is simply placed on the step. 
You only need to lock it in place once – no special 
adjustment is necessary. The machine works while
the escalator/travelator is in operation.
What's more, the escalator/travelator can be used 
again immediately afterwards.

Safety

The weight of the cleaning head keeps the TRAVEL 600 
firmly and securely in place on the step. The suction power 
is strong and reliable, thanks to the compact suction unit 
with optimal negative pressure monitoring – even if 
foreign objects are sucked in and the vacuum breaks down. 
No water can get into the escalator/travelator, and the 
machine cuts out immediately in the event of a disturbance.
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Operator comfort

Operation is simple: there are 3 pre-set 
programmes with different levels of water 
consumption. The programme is selected 
according to the degree of soiling and the 
operating speed of the escalator/travelator.

A warning tone sounds if the vacuum breaks 
down, foreign objects are sucked in or the water 
supply runs out. In this case the cleaning head 
lifts up automatically and the machine switches 
itself off.
Foreign objects can be discarded by simply 
removing the suction roller.



Workmanship

The hallmark of the TRAVEL 600 is its 
exceptionally large number of brush tufts 
– your guarantee of quality and hygiene. 

Environment and sustainability

JUMA cleaning appliances are especially durable. 
We use high-quality aluminium and stainless steel 
based on proven experience.
Water and chemicals can be used economically thanks 
to cleaning programmes tailored to the degree of soiling.

Safety

The weight of the cleaning head keeps the TRAVEL 600 
firmly and securely in place on the step. The suction power 
is strong and reliable, thanks to the compact suction unit 
with optimal negative pressure monitoring – even if 
foreign objects are sucked in and the vacuum breaks down. 
No water can get into the escalator/travelator, and the 
machine cuts out immediately in the event of a disturbance.
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Cleanliness

The successful formula: mechanical 
energy + detergent + water.  

The machine is equipped with a plethora 
of bristles of different lengths for 
cleaning and precise channelling of the 
water. These are arranged in a wedge 
shape and are counter-rotating. The 
vacuum between the brushes increases 
the air intake, and the dirt is sucked in 
effectively at a very high air speed.



info@juma-reinigungstechnik.de
www.juma-reinigungstechnik.de

Am Riedweg 15   D-88682 Salem

Telefon: +49(0)7553.82740-0   
Telefax: +49(0)7553.82740-40

Your dealer:
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